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ENDOSCOPE AND METHOD FOR
ASSEMBLING COMPONENTS OF AN
OPTICAL SYSTEM

surrounded by a transparent and tube-shaped shrunk material
Which has been shrunk before the components are introduced
into the tubular shaft.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

method is achieved by the folloWing steps, namely introduc
ing the components into a transparent and tube-shaped

This application is a division of US. patent application Ser.
No. 11/206,562 ?ledAug. 18, 2005, now US. Pat. No. 7,530,

shrinkable material to form a unit, shrinking the material to
?x the position of the components relative to one another,
checking the position of the components relative to one

According to the invention, the object in respect of a

945 Which in turn is a continuation of international applica
tion PCT/EP 2004/000765 ?led on J an. 29, 2004 Which des

another through the transparent shrunk material, and intro

ducing the unit composed of shrunk tube-shaped material,

ignates the United States and Which claims priority of

and the components contained therein, into the tubular shaft.

German patent application No. 103 07 904.1 ?led on Feb. 18,

The optical system of an endoscope is made up of a suc

2003. All prior applications are herein incorporated by refer

cession of different optical components. A particularly good

ence.

image quality can be obtained using What are referred to as
rod lenses. For this purpose, several rod lenses separated from
one another by spacers are arranged in series, and other com

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

ponents such as diaphragms, ?lters or cover glasses or prisms

The invention relates to an endoscope, With a tubular shaft

Whose interior contains components, in particular lenses,
spacers, diaphragms, prisms and ?lters of an optical system,
said components being at least partially surrounded by a
support piece made of shrunk material.

20

parts to be precisely oriented relative to one another and ?xed

axially along an optical axis; it is also necessary for their
relative rotation positions to be unchangeable. In the course of

The invention also relates to a method for assembling com

assembly, it is expedient to check the optical image qualities

ponents, in particular lenses, spacers, diaphragms and ?lters
of an optical system in the interior of a tubular shaft of an

25

endoscope, said components being surrounded by a support
piece made of shrunk material.

The quality check of the optical system is normally made
30

the endoscope and to check this unit visually. For this pur
35

support piece and the inside face of the tubular shaft. As the
material shrinks, it expands slightly in the radial direction and
40

establish Whether, for example, individual ?lter components
or diaphragms have turned relative to one another, or Whether,
for example, a gap is or is not present betWeen a spacer and a

rod lens.
It is also possible to check the correct arrangement of the
45

lens components, lenses, spacers and, if appropriate, dia
phragms, ?lters and/or prisms.
After this unit has been shrunk, a check can once again be

made, namely as to Whether the shrinking has caused any
50

relative changes to take place. During shrinkage, the material
surrounding the optical elements moves. By provision of the
transparent material, it is noW possible for the ?rst time to
perform a visual check even after the shrinking process. Of
course, checks are also already possible in the direction of the

endoscopes extremely inexpensively, and provision is there
fore also made to produce the lenses from plastic.
In the document DE 39 12 720 C2 mentioned earlier, the
aim is to ?x the expensive components of the optical system
to the inside face of a metal tubular shaft by using the shrink

pose, a transparent shrinkable material is used Which in many
respects affords advantages over the opaque materials knoWn
from the prior art. On the one hand, the position of the com
ponents relative to one another can be visually checked at the
time the individual components are introduced into the mate

rial before it has been shrunk. In particular, it is possible to

?lls the gap, so that in this Way the unit is ?xed on the inside

face of the tubular shaft.
DE 39 12 720 C2 also discloses the use ofa plastic shrink
able tube for positioning the elements of a relay lens system of
an endoscope. The material is chosen such that it does not
transmit light, i.e. is opaque. This is intended to ensure that
light does not pass from the light guide into the area of the
relay lens system or into the area of the objective lens and
there cause re?ections or glare. The lenses of the lens system
can ?rst be placed in a correct position. The shrinkable tube is
then shrunk by application of heat so that it holds the lenses,
Without a lens ?xture in the conventional sense being needed.
This construction is intended to make it possible to produce

errors are found, it is then very expensive to correct these, and
in most cases the endoscope has to be completely dismantled.
With the present invention, it is noW possible to produce a

unit composed of the optical components and the tube outside

least partially surrounding said components, and this unit is
then pushed into the tubular shaft. The dimensions are such
that a small gap remains betWeen the outside face of the

of such a lens system so that, if appropriate, systems With
optical misalignments can be eliminated.

only after complete assembly of the endoscope. If optical

Such an endoscope and such a method are knoWn from
document DE 197 32 991 C2.

In the method disclosed in the latter document, the shrink
able material is used to ?x the components of the optical
system in the tubular shaft. To do this, the components are
introduced into a support piece made of shrinkable material at

can additionally be provided.
For a good image quality, it is not only necessary for these

optical axis that is to say through the optical elements. Thus,
55

such a preliminary check can be made even before the optical

system is ?tted in the shaft. After introduction of the shrunk
unit and ?nal positioning of this unit in the shaft, a ?nal check

properties of the material surrounding these components.
It is an object of the present invention is to further optimiZe
an endoscope and a method for assembling components in

can then also be made.

such a Way that, by using shrinkable materials, it is possible to

as such, can also be simpli?ed and improved.
In a further embodiment of the invention, all the compo
nents are surrounded by a single tube of transparent and
shrunk material.
This measure has the advantage that all the components are
introduced into a single tube-shaped body and this unit can be
handled as such after shrinking, for example can be simply

In this Way, the reliability of the assembly and the assembly

?x the optical components relative to one another in a Way
Which can also be checked.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
65

According to the invention, the object in respect of an
endoscope is achieved by the fact that the components are

inserted as a unit into the tubular shaft of the endoscope. This
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unit can be introduced into the endoscope shaft in the appro
priate position of rotation or can be brought to the correct

This measure is of advantage if a great many small indi
vidual parts are assembled Which have a tendency to change

position of rotation after introduction. If, for example, a front
closure forms a prism With a lateral angle of vieW, the posi
tion, that is to say lateral angle of vieW, can be chosen to the
left, to the right, upWard or doWnWard.
In a further embodiment of the invention, the components

their position in the event of movements, for example during

shrinkage.
It Will be appreciated that the features mentioned above and
those still to be explained beloW can be used not only in the

respectively cited combination, but also in other combina
tions or singly, Without departing from the scope of the
present invention.

are ?xed to the inside face of the tubular shaft via the tube

shaped shrunk material.
There are a great many Ways of doing this, for example by
adhesive ?xation Where the adhesive can be applied before
introduction of the unit, or can be introduced for ?xing after
introduction through radial bores in the tubular shaft.
In a further embodiment of the invention, the tube is ?xed
to the inside face of the tubular shaft by radial expansion of
the shrunk material.
This measure has the advantage that the effect, known from
DE 197 32 991 C2, can noW additionally be used to ?x the

already “pre-shrunk” unit to the inside face of the tubular

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention is described and explained in greater detail
beloW on the basis of a number of selected illustrative

embodiments and With reference to the attached draWings, in
Which:
FIG. 1 shoWs a longitudinal section through a unit com

posed of a tube of transparent and shrinkable material and of

optical components, namely rod lenses and spacers, before
20

shaft by a further shrinking process. This entails a further

FIG. 2 shoWs a cross section of a retaining device in Which

axial shrinkage With slight radial expansion.

the unit shoWn in FIG. 1 is inserted, speci?cally upon shrink

The extent of the shrinking process canbe controlled by the

age,

FIG. 3 shoWs a longitudinal section through an endoscope

nature and duration of the shrink treatment. In a ?rst prelimi

nary shrinking process, the shrink phenomenon is utiliZed so
that the components introduced into the tube can be ?xed

25

relative to one another. After insertion of this unit into the

tubular shaft, a further shrinking process is carried out, its sole
purpose being to ?ll the gap betWeen the outside face of the
unit, composed of pre-shrunk shrinkable tube and the com
ponents contained therein, and the inside face of the tubular
shaft into Which this unit is inserted, in order thereby to ?x this

30

slight expansion in the radial direction during this further

?xed by a partial vacuum.
In a further embodiment of the method, the unit is inserted
into a groove of the retaining device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

40

number 10, comprises a tube 12 made of transparent and
shrinkable material 14. A plurality of components 16 of an
optical system are introduced into the tube 12, speci?cally, as
vieWed from left to right, a rod lens 18, Whose external diam
eter corresponds approximately to the clear internal diameter

In FIG. 1, a unit, designated in its entirety by reference

of the tube 12, a tubular and stiff spacer 20, a further rod lens
18', a further spacer 21, and a further rod lens 18".
45

suitable prisms.
50

55

This is particularly advantageous if long endoscope shafts

Cut out on the top face of the body 32 there is a longitudi
60

device is Weighed doWn by application of an object.

In a further embodiment, the object is applied With a partial

nally extending groove 34 Which is con?gured in such a Way
that the unit 10 can be inserted into this groove, the unit 10

This measure has the advantage that not only is a support

form ?t onto the unit.

By virtue of the transparency of the material 14, it is pos
sible to check the desired correct ?t of these components 16
relative to one another from the outside, for example to check
Whether the opposing end faces of the tWo rod lenses 18 and
18' bear exactly on the spacer 20.
For the shrinking process, the unit 10 is inserted into a
retaining device 30, as is shoWn in FIG. 2.

The retaining device 30 has an elongate body 32 Whose
length corresponds to least to the length of the unit 10.

gravity causing bending or bulging.

provided in the direction of gravity by Way of insertion, but
bending in the sense of lifting up can be prevented by appli
cation of the object before shrinkage.

This unit 10 is shoWn only by Way of example, and other
components such as ?lters, diaphragms or the like can of
course also be included. It is also possible to provide closure
WindoWs at the ends or, in the case of an angled side vieW,

are to be ?tted and in particular if there is a risk of the force of

In a further embodiment, the unit inserted into the retaining

FIG. 1, after it has been shrunk in the retaining device 3 shoWn
in FIG. 2, is inserted into the tubular shaft, and
FIG. 4 shoWs, on a greatly enlarged scale, a partial longi
tudinal section through a shaft of an endoscope in Whose
tubular shaft a unit according to the invention is inserted, the
left-hand half shoWing the unit ?xed on the inside face of the

35

the shrinkable tube can be envisaged, for example one or

more beads in the form of rings or partial rings lying Within
the cross section. These geometric departures from the oth
erWise cylindrical shape of the shrinkable tube entail radial
expansion of the geometry of the shrinkable tube upon its
axial shrinkage, Without expansion of the material as such.
In one embodiment of the method, the unit composed of
components and of transparent shrinkable material is
inserted, before shrinkage, into a retaining device in Which
the unit lies in an oriented position.
This measure has the advantage that the retaining device
can provide additional measures for keeping the unit correctly
aligned. It is also possible, after insertion in the retaining
device, to check the unit for correct ?t before the shrink
process is instigated.
The unit inserted in the retaining device can be additionally

during assembly, into Which endoscope the unit shoWn in

tubular shaft by adhesive contacts, and the right-hand side
shoWing it being ?xed by means of further shrinkage.

unit on this inside face of the tubular shaft as it experiences a

shrinking. For this purpose, certain preliminary treatments of

shrinkage,

protruding slightly above the upper edge of the retaining
device.

A roughly plate-shaped object 36 is placed onto this pro
65

truding area and bears With an at least partial form ?t on the
top face of the unit 10, as it Were pressing said unit 10 into the
groove 34.
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promote expansion at predetermined locations, this expan

In this Way, the unit 10 is inserted and ?xed in the retaining
device 30 in such a Way that a uniform shrinking of the

sion takes place in a speci?c manner during the further shrink

material 14 of the tube 12 is possible, but With the unit still

ing process.

being ?xed in position.

This possibility is chosen When the material 14 of the tube
12 permits tWo shrinking processes, namely a ?rst or prelimi
nary shrinking process for ?xing the components to one
another, for example in the retaining device 30 shoWn in FIG.
2, and then, after insertion into the tubular shaft 42 as shoWn
in FIG. 4, a further shrinking and radial expansion for ?lling

Alternatively or in addition, the position can be ?xed by use
of a partial vacuum. For this purpose, at least one opening 35
is provided in the bottom of the groove 34 and can be con
nected via an attachment piece 39 to a partial vacuum source

(not shoWn here).

the gap 52.
What is claimed is:

As is knoWn per se, in the actual shrinking process, energy
is supplied from an energy source 38 and causes the material
14 ofthe tube 12 to shrink.

One energy source is, for example, heat, if the material is
designed such that it shrinks When heated. It is of course also
possible to heat the retaining device 30 itself or to cause
heated ?uid to How onto the retaining device.
After the shrinkage, the object 36 is taken off and the noW
shrunk unit 10' is removed from the retaining device 30.
By virtue of the transparency of the material 14 Which is
still present even after the shrinkage, it is possible once again
to check, from the outside, the correct ?t of the individual

1. An endoscope, comprising:
a tubular shaft, having an inside face,

an optical system having several components, said compo
nents of said optical system are contained in an interior

of said tubular shaft,
said components comprising at least tWo of the folloWing:
a lens, a spacer, a diaphragm, a prism and a ?lter, said

components directly surrounded by a support piece
20

components 16 relative to one another.
The shrunk unit 10' is then inserted into a tubular shaft 42

ofan endoscope 40, as is shoWn in FIG. 3.

25

The endoscope 40 shoWn in FIG. 3 is represented highly
schematically and, in addition to the tubular shaft 42 also
referred to as inner tube, it also comprises an outer tube 44 of
greater diameter Which is mounted in a housing 50. The
tubular shaft 42 is received in the interior of the outer tube 44.

a gap located betWeen an outside surface of said tube of
30

approximately crescent-shaped space between tubular shaft
35

40

6. The endoscope of claim 5, Wherein said con?guration
45

8. An endoscope, comprising:
50

geometrically designed in such a Way that, for example by
provision of beads, incisions or other con?gurations Which

a tubular shaft having an interior and an inside face;

an optical system including a plurality of components posi
tioned in the interior of said shaft, the plurality of com
ponents comprising at least tWo of the folloWing: a lens,
a spacer, a diaphragm, a prism and a ?lter;
55

on the inside face 56 of the tubular shaft 42 via an adhesive 54.

The adhesive 54 can either be introduced through openings
(not shoWn here) from the outside or can be applied to the
shrunk unit 10' before the latter is inserted into the tubular
shaft 42.
The right-hand end of FIG. 4 shoWs that the unit 1 0' is ?xed
to the inside face 56 of the tubular shaft 52 by further shrink
age of the tube and associated radial expansion, in Which case,
as has already been mentioned, the shrinkable tube can be

said transparent material.
7. The endoscope of claim 1, Wherein said components
comprise at least one of each of the folloWing: a lens, a spacer,
a diaphragm, a prism and a ?lter.

In FIG. 4, for the sake of clarity of the draWing, this gap 52
is shoWn much larger than it really is.
The Width of the gap is chosen such that the shrunk unit 10'
can be pushed into the tubular shaft 42 easily, or at any rate
With minimal resistance.
FIG. 4 shoWs, on the left-hand side, that the unit 10' is ?xed

to said inside face of said tubular shaft by a radial expansion
of said shrunk material.
5. The endoscope of claim 4, Wherein said shrunk tube
containing said components has in at least one area a con?gu
ration effecting a radial expansion during an axial shrinkage
of said tube already inserted into said holloW shaft.
being at least one of thickened parts, beads and incisions of

that the unit 10' is inserted after shrinkage into the tubular
shaft 42 received in the outer tube 44. The external diameter
is chosen in such a Way that a small gap 52 is present betWeen
the outside face of the shrunk tube 12 and the inside face 56 of
the tubular shaft 42.

face of said tubular shaft.

4. The endoscope of claim 3, Wherein said tube being ?xed

through the shaft of an endoscope 40, and, for the sake of
clarity of the draWing, a slightly shorter spacer 20' is shoWn
here separating the tWo rod lenses 18 and 18' from one
another.
From the cross-sectional vieW in FIG. 4 it Will be evident

shrunk material and said inside face of said tubular shaft.
2. The endoscope of claim 1, Wherein said components are

surrounded by a single tube made of said transparent material.
3. The endoscope of claim 1, Wherein said shrunk trans
parent tube containing said components is ?xed to the inside

be applied to the right-hand end, and, if appropriate, closure
components or the like to the left-hand end.
FIG. 4 shoWs a cross section, on a greatly enlarged scale,

shape of a tube, and
said tube containing said components of said optical sys
tem has been shrunk prior to inserting said tube into said
interior of said tubular shaft, for alloWing a visual check
of a position of said components relative to one another,
and

As is normally the case, a light guide 46 is arranged in an

42 and outer tube 44, said light guide 46 leading to a laterally
angled light guide attachment 48. In the illustrative embodi
ment shoWn, the light guide 46 is composed of a bundle of
light-conducting glass ?bers. The state shoWn in FIG. 3 is a
state of partial assembly in Which the eyepiece cup is still to

made of a shrunk material, Wherein
said shrunk material is a transparent material,
said support piece made of said transparent material has a

60

a support piece comprising a shrunk material enclosing
said optical system to ?t into the interior of said tubular

shaft and providing support for said optical system, said
shrunk material directly surrounding said plurality of
components;
Wherein said optical system is enclosed by and in contact
With said shrunk material prior to insertion into said
interior of said tubular shaft; and
Wherein said shrunk material is either transparent or trans

lucent such that visual inspection of said plurality of
65

components relative to each other may be conducted
prior to insertion into said interior of said tubular shaft,
and
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a gap located between an outside surface of said tube of

shrunk material and said inside face of said tubular shaft.

9. The endoscope of claim 8, Wherein said plurality of
components is surrounded by a single tube made of said
transparent or translucent material.

10. The endoscope of claim 8, Wherein said shrunk trans
parent or translucent material containing said plurality of
components is a?ixed to the inside face of said tubular shaft.
11. The endoscope of claim 10, Wherein said shrunk trans
parent or translucent material is a?ixed to said inside face of
said tubular shaft by a radial expansion of said shrunk trans
parent or translucent material.

12. The endoscope of claim 11, Wherein said shrunk trans
parent or translucent material containing said plurality of
components has in at least one area a con?guration effecting

a radial expansion during an axial shrinkage of said transpar
ent or translucent material already inserted into the interior of
said tubular shaft.

13. The endoscope of claim 11, Wherein said con?guration
being at least one of thickened parts, beads and incisions of
said transparent or translucent material.

14. The endoscope of claim 8, Wherein said plurality of
components comprise at least one of each of the folloWing: a
lens, a spacer, a diaphragm, a prism and a ?lter.
*
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